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//Dear Pri.end:

	 14e4 16, 1951

As the representative of the Latvian Labor Orienisations-in-elLa, I went
to call your attention to the discrimination of the Latvian workers that newly
occurred in the NATICUAL CCNNITTES MA ME IUROPZ in New York. This American
orgimisallon has instituted &Latvian Panel, which will take ogre of the anti-
Communist propaganda with the means of the American committee in the/oast...
=copied Latvia. This penal has been made up completely anti-democraticelly and
=representatively. There is no Labor representative of its seven members. All
these savommaibers are politicians of the Might-wing; and sass of than are even
knows as 	 of anti-dmmocratic opinion. for instance, A. Urdu wee the minister
of propseends in Mamas government of national dictatorship (1934-1940) who is
wel14smoan from this time to every Latvian as a destroyer of demeracy. Re and his
dictatorship established also the first concentration casp in Latvia were several
thousends of Latvian Labor officials verso imprisoned.

If the National Committee for air= &rope entrusts the radio propegenda
for the occupied Latvia in the hands of such persons, it should not have any em-
cees. lanocracy cannot= promoted by men who annihilated it in their tine.
It will be may now for the Communists in Latvia to compromise the propaganda of
the 'CTN. pointing out that at the heed of it are men of Ulmsn's dictatorship.
The Latvian people went get free from the Conmunist despotism but it does not went
instead of it to renew a national dictatorship. lbe Latvians in their occupied
native country struggle for areal freed= and democracy.

Several time, I have written to the mars and pointed out the incorrectness
aad the harmfulness of its position which operateenreNdicially against democracy
and the good nase of the United States in occupied Letvia. I have also proposed
to adult Mr. VoldeimmA. /sunlit's (75 Bromley Street, Boston 3), Mess.) the only
one authorised letivhan lobos representative in the U.S.A., into the Latvian Panel
of the mars. Unfortunetely, those well-moat proposal, have beenrojectsi =dike.
Troleric B. Dolbeare, vice-president of the 	 , the other day announced to me that
they have made up the letvianPanel in g rimy previously decided. This means in a
prejudiced urner and for a democratic propaganda InIetvia injurious coalition.

As far as I know, the NCtE had done it on the proposal of the existing
reactionary Latvian organisations and the Latvian diplomatic representative, Ns. J.
Peldmanis. Those are just the circles which up to the date glorify the old national
dictatorship of Latvia and which combat all Latvian democratic parties in exile.
Vi. Teldmenis to a supporter of Ulosnis dictatorship and therefore it is clear about
that he has proposed to mks up the Latvian Panel in the main of these autocratic-
'minded men and ha's expelled the Latvian Iebor representatives. If the National
Committee for etre. Europe will follow his advice inletvien internal affairs,
then it will get a false and for democraor had information. It would be the mane
U somebody in the USA wonted to get information about Spanish affairs at Trancols
minister in Washington.

In such conditions, I approach you no to a representative of the USA's labor
with request to help us in this matter which is very essential for Latvian democracy
and the Latvian labor. Please do not allow that the American propaganda for the
occupied Latvia comes in the hands of reactionary and national dictatorship-
minded meat I ask you to take energetic measures at the NCFN in order to force
than to change the coalition of the Latvian Panel and that the Latvian labor
representative, Mr. Xraulitis should be taken up there.
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A4 the same Weems ask you to mmmosrt Mr. &auntie and maintain contact
'Am his in latrian affairs.

I notice thot I apply to you with the recommendation of Irking Brown and
Mr. Oliver Artlair Paterson, the Labor Attelhe at the Marlow Ialasey at Blockbaln.
I an the four chairman of the Pres Latvian Trade Unions Central 3uw.a theme**,
of Ills Latrianparliamont and the maiber of the International Center of Yrse Trak
Ihmlonivin Basile whieh is situation 111A:trip. I gm also "Malay Loader* oerresponp
dant is Stockholm.

I mho:Ube very gratdll if you would "endow some of your publications for
the eske of infor	

'
mation esneeielly your periodical Inteauatiamal Tree Trade Union

Sews sad Slay. tabor inAmssia.

At the some time I maid like to offer some article about the oonditions of
walkers in the Soviet oCcupied Latvia for publication in your periodical.

I am hoping farrow fttamilI 001B,ort and waiting for a soon rep]-.

Sincerely yours,

/s/ Brim Lamina
Stookhola, Sweden


